MS FLAT. 50x6-851 LG.

2-17.5\(^{\circ}\) HOLES

DETAIL OF FLAT 'C'

MS FLAT. 50x6-3350 LG.

DETAIL OF FLAT 'D'

NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN M.M.
2. AFTER FABRICATION BOTH FLATS TO BE HOT DIP GALVANISED AS PER IS-2629
3. FLAT TYPE 'C' IS TO BE PROVIDED ON ONE LEG OF EACH TOWER
4. FLAT TYPE 'D' IS TO BE PROVIDED WITH PIPE TYPE EARTH ARRANGEMENT AND TO BE CONNECTED WITH FLAT 'C' FOR LOCATION WHERE TOWER FOOTING RESISTANCE IS MORE THAN 10 OHMS

BIHAR STATE POWER TRANSMISSION COMPANY LTD

DESCRIPTION
220 KV D/C TOWER DETAILS OF FLAT FOR EARTHING

DRG NO 220KV-Flat-type-earthing-06 SHEET NO 1-1 REV 0